Abstract-Digital video stream transferring via the network has become very popular in recent years. However, this frequent use of the Internet may increase the requirement for copyright and security. As a consequence, to prevent video stream which belongs to rightful owners from being intentionally or unknowingly used by others, information protection is indispensable. Digital watermarks have been embedded invisibly into digital video to protect copy rights of legal owners. An effective watermarking procedure usually requires satisfaction of a set of typical requirements such as transparency, robustness, oblivious detection and so on.
Introduction
In recent years, the digital videos replaced the analog technology. Nowadays, not only the computer is combined with the network and wireless, but also the speed of computation and transmission improves significantly. In addition, digital multimedia data is stored more convenient, at the same time, the information becomes more easily to be copied with no distortion. Then, it is hard to protect the Intellectual Property Rights. In order to solve this problem, digital watermarking is a favorable method for copyright protection of the multimedia [1] . Hence we want to propose an embedded watermark technique in video for copyright protection.
H.264 is a new video compression standard, and there are the high quality image or video and the high compression ratio by H.264. It is employed in various video media such as DVB-H, Blue-ray Disk, and HD-DVD and videos are transmitted frequently on the internet., so it requires an appropriate watermarking technology [2] .
G. Qiu et al [5] proposed a hybrid H.264 watermarking method that modifies AC coefficients along the diagonal positions in each 4x4 DCT block within intra-frames. However, the modification method is sensitive to various noise attacks. Ta-Te Lu et al [6] proposed the blind video watermarking for H.264. In this system, block polarity and index modulation are used to achieve blind watermark detection. The block polarity We modified this method. The watermark was divided into non-overlapping 2x2 blocks and afterward each 2x2 block do multiplication with a weight matrix. The weight matrix is illustrated in Fig. 3 . We let the values of each blocks multiply by the corresponding weight values so that each values of 2x2 blocks between 0 and 15. We let the prime number p be 13. The sharing images are produced by the following formula:
q(x)=(aO+alx) mod 13,
In order to enhance security of system, our system used Torus Automorphisms [7] to encrypt the watermark. The watermark was computed by the following formula:
where (xo, Yo) is the original coordinate ofwatermark, (Xl, YI) is a after coordinate of watermark by computing. The n is chaotic parameter. The N is size of watermark. The k is a parameter set by user. In our experiment, we set the k=l. The watermark size is 32x32, so the N=32. After the watermark was encrypted by Torus Automorphisms, we referred to the Secret Image Sharing technology that Chih-Ching Thien and la-Chen Lin proposed [8] . In their method, they generated the r-l degree polynomial and the r coefficients was the r pixels of the grayscale image. The p is a prime number. Before embedding the watermark in video sequence, the watermark will be processed. The flowchart of watermark pre-processing is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Reconstructed frame 2 Video watermarking system on H.264 H.264 is a advanced video compression standard that supplies several prediction modes in intra and inter frames. The original intra frame is divided into non-overlapping 16x16 macroblocks with each macroblock containing sixteen 4x4 blocks. For each macroblock, the one/sixteen prediction costs are estimated to obtain the minimum rate-distortion (R-O) cost from the left and up neighborhood macroblocks [2]-[4]. The intra prediction defines four different modes for an entire macroblock (denoted as 116MB) and nine different modes for a 4x4 block (denoted as 14MB), respectively. Each one of 4x4/16x16 macroblock utilizes one of nine/four prediction modes in 14MB/116MB prediction, respectively. In order to compress video sequence and embed watermark at the same time, the embedding algorithm is integrated into H.264 encoder, which is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Each macroblock will be proceed 4x4 integer discrete cosine transform (denoted as 4x4 Integer-OCT).
is determined based on the nonzero quantized OC coefficient in each 4x4 integer OCT block. The block index is the pseudo-quantized block activity that is represented by the sum of magnitude of quantized AC coefficients. The block index modulation is performed based on the watermark and the blocks polarity. However, this embedding method can't resist various image processing attacks.
In this paper, we proposed a new watermarking method which is specifically designed for H.264. Our system is designed by two embedding algorithms for high energy block and low energy block respectively. The chosen blocks will be calculated by SVO and be embedded the watermark by modify the singular values.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed of video watermarking system based on H.264. Section 3 describes the watermarking method. Section 4 gives the simulation results followed by conclusions in section 5. Fig. 4 . The sharing images.
The Fig.4 is the sharing images we produced by our method. The size of each sharing image is 1/2 of the size of the secret image. In order to against the collusion attack of the axis of time such as frames deleted, frames inserted and frames shifted. The sharing image was embedded the different I Frame respectively. If we want to find the secret image from the different I frames, We can extract two other sharing images of the corresponding I frame. To solve the secret image, we use the below simultaneous equations.
(ao+aj) mod 13= q(I), (ao+2aj) mod 13= q(2),
energy block respectively. The algorithm 1 was designed for high energy block specifically, so that the high energy block can against the kind of noise attack. The algorithm 2 was designed for low energy block specifically, so that the low energy block can against kind of filter attack. Afterward let the algorithm 1 and algorithm 2 be embedded the same watermark.
Algorithm 1:
The algorithm 1 was designed for the high energy block. First we select four high energy blocks from left to right and then from above to below. Afterward we select four coefficients of the median frequency to compose new block, called M block.
The composing procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The M block is calculated by Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [9] . The M block can be represented as:
where U and V are orthogonal matrices (UTU=/, VTV=l). S is a diagonal matrix whose r (rank of M matrix) nonzero elements are the singular values of M matrix. We took the first four singular values ofS matrix and adjusted them in order to embed the watermark. The method is adjusted, according to the following formula (5) and (6) Our system embedded the watermark into luminance component ofl Frame. We found the block energy greater than threshold (denoted as TH) by scan line in I frame and then compute the percent of each row in a frame that the block energy is greater than TH. The TH depends on the content ofthe frame, and the percents are classified in the first column of Table 1. Table 1 was designed by the resolution of a frame which is 176x144. We will select numbers of the high block and low block according to Table 1 . The second and third column is the block numbers selected.
Watermark embedding
The block diagram of the proposed watermark embedding procedure is illustrated in Fig. 5 . In order to get the block energy, we operate the block energy by the following formula: The singular values of S matrix was adjusted and then we computed by following formula (8) to complete the watermark embedding. We obtained the M matrix which was adjusted. That was according to above the M block composing procedure We designed two algorithms for high energy block and low in the reverse and finished the watermark embedding. In the Table 1 The block selecting table 
